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USER MANUAL
TREC MODULE

TOOLBAR
New Record
Inserts a new record above the record that is currently selected.
CTRL + N on the Keyboard.

Save Record
Saves the record that is currently selected.
CTRL + S on the Keyboard.

Print
Print report of the current form.
Additional Desktop
Creates an additional desktop to work on.

Search
Searches for a record on the current form.
CTRL + F on the Keyboard.

Disable Search
Disables the search on the current form.

Filter
Applies a filter on the current form.

Disable Filter
Disables the filter on the current form.
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Refresh All
Refreshes all the data on the current form
F5 on the Keyboard.

Refresh Record
Refreshes the record that is currently selected.

First Record
Jumps to the first record on the current form.

Page-Up record
Jumps fifty records back on the current form.

Previous Record
Jumps to the previous record on the current form.

Next Record
Jumps to the next record on the current form.

Page-Down Record
Jumps fifty records forward on the current form.

Last Record
Jumps to the last record on the current form.

Attach
Attach a note or file to the current record.
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Delete Record
Deletes the current record.
CTRL + D on the Keyboard.

Tile All Windows
Tiles all the open windows to the current desktop.

Close All Windows
Closes all the windows on the current desktop.

Help
Opens the help file for the current window.
F5 on the Keyboard.
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TREC FORM
To add new company or branch:
- Click in the “Company Name” field and type the name.
- Click in the “Emergency Number” field to add telephone numbers for the company. More than one
number can be entered.

-

Click the save button.
Multiple Companies / Branches can be added.
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To add Trec cards for this company / branch:
- Fill in the information required in the various fields. This information can be found on the MSDS.
- UN Number: The number can be typed in or it can be searched for by double clicking the field. A list of
products will appear. Type in part of the UN Number / Class / Shipping Name and press
enter.

-

The same search function is available throughout the whole system.
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Once all information is filled in; click the save
button.

To add a form / colour / odour that does not appear on our list:
- Right click on the relevant field and choose “Go to main table”.
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When the table appears, type a short and long description for the form / colour / odour you would like to
add.
Additional Information can be added in the appropriate field.
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To print the Trec:
- Click on the print button. Choose “yes or no” to print with red
lines.

-

The print page will open.
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-

Click on the printer icon to print to a printer installed on your
computer.

-

If more than one Trec is generated with the same UN Number, the system will list all the cards with the
same number on the printing page. It is the user’s obligation to choose the correct card before
printing.
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To add notes to cards generated:
-

Click on the
“save”.

-

The

button. A form will open. Type your comment and

button will be highlighted in orange for that card, to show that there is a note attached.
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CARGO CHECK FORM
This form is used to check the compatibility and exempt quantity of a load.
- Double Click Cargo Check to open the form.
- To capture a new cargo, type the name of the load in the description field.
- You can choose to have a system generated number for your cargo or you can type a number in the
required field. Click the save
button.
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To add products to the load:
- Type the UN Number in the required field. The number can be searched for as explained in the “Trec
Form”.
- Choose the relevant Packing Group for the product.
- Fill in the quantity that will be loaded and “save”.
- Note: the “Placard”, “TREC required” and “Cargo OK” fields have been updated automatically.
- This load requires: a placard with a UN Number and a Trec Card.
- The Cargo is OK up to this point.
- Some notes will appear in the “notes” field. Please take time to read these notes as they contain
important information about the load compatibility and exempt quantities.

-
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-

To add another product to the load, click “new” or press the down arrow on your keyboard.
Type the information required and “save”.
If the second product is not compatible with the first product, a message box will appear.
Note: The cargo is not OK anymore.
More notes will appear with each product that is added.

-
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MIXED LOAD CARGO:
- When products from different classes and different ERG Numbers are loaded in the same load, the load
is seen as a MIXED LOAD.
- Note: this is an example of a compatible mixed load, which requires Trec Cards and
placards.
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MIXED LOAD CARGO – UN Specific placards.
- When different products of the same class and same ERG Number, is loaded together, a placard with the
UN Number of the most hazardous product should be fitted.
- Individual Trec Cards are still required for each product on the load.
- Note: This is a compatible mixed load with products of the same class and ERG.

-
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